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Even now, discourse on city symphonies remain focused on the notable ones that celebrate engineering innovations by showcasing the modern city experience of Paris, Berlin, Moscow and New York. But unlike the early twentieth century predecessors that are distinctively tied to modernity, the millennial features are the products of globalization and digital connectivity. This paper extends scholarship on this film genre to include contemporary city symphonies that play homage to leading cities in Asia: urban sites of Asian cities offer a different situated experience and demonstrate variations of global cosmopolitanism (Ong 2011). Through a comparative study of Singapore Gaga (2005) and Bitter, Sweet, Seoul (2014), three lines of investigations are pursued: how facets of each city are translated to film; the ways in which the modes of production of contemporary city symphonies in Asia differ from their Western predecessors, which then illuminate innovations in the conceptualisation and realisation of each project.

In city symphonies, the city is cast to play itself, emphasizing the axiomatic fact that cities have their own distinct flavour. As such, they highlight characteristics unique to
each city and its people. The comparative component is important: a single film may present several aspects of a culture but several films when considered collectively, can also reveal certain underlying features (Keiller 2013). Furthermore, whilst films shot in real locations implicitly contain a great deal of information about the spaces they portray (Penz 2012), these two examples explicitly express the voices and viewpoints of its resident population. Rather than fielding a dominant narrative, it is the personal stories of the actors in Singapore Gaga and contributors of the crowd-sourced Bitter, Sweet, Seoul that are foregrounded. This more democratic approach to honouring the respective cities reflects how truly polyphonic and rich in content contemporary city symphonies can be.
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